
MAVRIK Drivers 
 

Product Name: MAVRIK Drivers 

 

Product one liner: Distance That Defies Convention 

 

What this product is replacing: Rogue Drivers 

 

Product Intro Date: 14/01/2020 

 

Product at Retail Date: 23/01/2020 

 

Adjustability: OptiFit Hosel 

 

Price: £ 469 

 

Product Intro: 

Epic Flash set new boundaries by being the first driver developed with the aid of 

Artificial Intelligence and machine learning, which led to it being the #1 selling driver 

model in 2019. To push performance even further, we adopted a maverick’s rebellious 

and disruptive attitude. That’s how our world class R&D team created the new MAVRIK 

line, with the finest combination of distance, forgiveness, consistency and feel we’ve 

ever built in a driver.  

 

With MAVRIK we invested in a new and more powerful supercomputer, which 

significantly advanced our understanding of A.I. and machine learning. And we 

discovered how to apply A.I. to make smarter and wider-ranging performance 

improvements in the face and throughout the clubhead. The incredible innovations in 

this driver are led by a new Flash Face SS20 architecture, with a thinner face and more 

expansive area that delivers ultra-fast ball speeds. The supercomputer operated for 



weeks, through thousands of virtual prototypes, until it arrived with a completely new 

face architecture, created to specifically work with the head of each MAVRIK driver. 

 

The complexity of each MAVRIK Flash Face SS20 design demanded a stronger 

material to stand up to the stress of impact, so for the first time we’re using FS2S 

titanium in a club face, an exotic material that is remarkably strong and light—a full 6 

grams lighter than traditional materials. From this high end titanium, we can consistently 

maintain ball speeds without sacrificing any integrity in the club face.  

 

In addition to all the remarkable new technologies in MAVRIK Drivers, we’ve utilized 

several proven technologies that are crucial to the overall performance – Jailbreak and 

a T2C Triaxial Carbon Crown. Jailbreak features two internal bars behind the face that 

connect the sole and crown to promote faster ball speed. And our T2C triaxial carbon 

crown is significantly lighter than a titanium crown, allowing our engineers to redistribute 

additional weight to raise MOI and forgiveness. 

 

Callaway’s R&D team also took maverick thinking well beyond the club face, using A.I. 

to help tune the acoustics of the head. Specifically, they used A.I. to optimize the 

internal structure and position of numerous ribs to create an immensely satisfying sound 

and feel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MAVRIK DRIVER 

MAVRIK delivers incredible ball speeds technologies led by our A.I.-designed Flash 

Face SS20 architecture, high-strength FS2S Titanium, AND our new Cyclone Aero 

shape, which differs drastically from our recent driver shapes to promote faster head 

speed. The Cyclone shape is shallower from front to back, with a flatter crown, and a 

sole design that sweeps upward dramatically in the rear to create a markedly higher 

trailing edge. That’s how we decrease drag for increased clubhead speed. 

 

The head’s internal and external weighting includes a single, fixed 5g weight positioned 

at the sole’s back-center, to promote mid-level spin and a moderate draw bias. 

Available in 9º, 10.5º and 12º lofts. 

 

Features & Benefits 

 

New A.I.-designed Flash Face SS20 for fast Ball Speed across the face 

Maverick thinking fueled our new, A.I. designed Flash Face SS20, to promote fast ball 

speeds across a more expansive area in each model and loft.  

 

High-strength FS2S Titanium for consistent performance  

New face architecture required FS2S titanium, an extremely strong material that’s 6 

grams lighter than traditional titanium to promote optimal speed, forgiveness, and spin 

robustness. 

 

Jailbreak + T2C Triaxial Carbon Crown For Ball Speed and Forgiveness 

Two internal Jailbreak bars connect the sole and crown to promote fast ball speed, and 

the significantly lighter carbon crown allows us to redistribute weight for higher MOI. 

 

Unparalleled Sound & Feel From Acoustic A.I.  

We also used A.I. to design a sophisticated internal titanium rib system that fine-tunes 

the head to produce a deeper, highly satisfying sound. 

 



MAVRIK SUB ZERO DRIVER 

Like all of Callaway’s Sub Zero models from the past five years, MAVRIK Sub Zero 

offers a remarkable combination of low spin and high MOI. Though getting both qualities 

into one driver was once unheard of, Callaway R&D continues to deliver on this rare 

combination. The slightly smaller (450cc) head features two interchangeable screws in 

the front and back, 14g and 2g, to promote changes to launch angle and spin-rate. It 

has a neutral ball flight bias and the lie angle is slightly flatter compared to the Standard 

and MAX models. Available in 9º and 10.5º lofts. 

 

Features & Benefits 

 

New A.I.-designed Flash Face SS20 for fast ball speed across the face 

Maverick thinking fueled our new, A.I. designed Flash Face SS20, to promote fast ball 

speeds across a more expansive area in each model and loft.  

 

High-strength FS2S Titanium for consistent performance  

New face architecture required FS2S titanium, an extremely strong material that’s 6 

grams lighter than traditional titanium to promote optimal speed, forgiveness, and spin 

robustness. 

 

Jailbreak + T2C Triaxial Carbon Crown For Ball Speed and Forgiveness 

Two internal Jailbreak bars connect the sole and crown to promote fast ball speed, and 

the significantly lighter carbon crown allows us to redistribute weight for higher MOI. 

 

Unparalleled Sound & Feel From Acoustic A.I.  

We also used A.I. to design a sophisticated internal titanium rib system that fine-tunes 

the head to produce a deeper, highly satisfying sound. 

 

 

 

 



MAVRIK MAX DRIVER 

MAVRIK MAX is well suited for players who want a long, easy-to-hit driver with the 

ability to reduce slices off the tee. It has the largest footprint of the three models, boasts 

the highest MOI, is the easiest to launch, and has the most draw bias capability. For 

golfers who struggle with impact dispersion, MAX offers a tremendous amount of high-

speed surface area on the face. MAX also incorporates two interchangeable weights, 

14g and 2g, positioned in the sole near the heel and center-back. Installing the heavier 

weight in the heel creates maximum draw bias; installing it in the back creates 

maximum MOI. Available in 9º, 10.5º and 12º lofts. 

 

Features & Benefits 

 

New A.I.-designed Flash Face SS20 For Fast Ball Speed Across The Face 

Maverick thinking fueled our new, A.I. designed Flash Face SS20, to promote fast ball 

speeds across a more expansive area in each model and loft.  

 

High-strength FS2S Titanium For Consistent Performance  

New face architecture required FS2S titanium, an extremely strong material that’s 6 

grams lighter than traditional titanium to promote optimal speed, forgiveness, and spin 

robustness. 

 

Jailbreak + T2C Triaxial Carbon Crown For Ball Speed and Forgiveness 

Two internal Jailbreak bars connect the sole and crown to promote fast ball speed, and 

the significantly lighter carbon crown allows us to redistribute weight for higher MOI. 

 

Unparalleled Sound & Feel From Acoustic A.I.  

We also used A.I. to design a sophisticated internal titanium rib system that fine-tunes 

the head to produce a deeper, highly satisfying sound. 

 

 


